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Abstract—Fairshare scheduling is an established technique
to provide user-level differentiation in management of capacity
consumption in high-performance and grid computing scheduler
systems. In this paper we extend on a state-of-the-art approach to
decentralized grid fairshare and propose a generalized model for
construction of decentralized prioritization-based management
systems. The approach is based on (re)formulation of control
problems as prioritization problems, and a proposed framework
for computationally efficient decentralized priority calculation.
The model is presented along with a discussion of application
of decentralized management systems in distributed computing
environments that outlines selected use cases and illustrates key
trade-off behaviors of the proposed model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed computing environments, such as high-

performance, high-throughput, grid, and cloud computing

environments consist of highly complex systems with

increasing degrees of heterogeneity and needs of automation.

In this work we address construction of decentralized

management systems for distributed computing infrastructures,

and present a model for decentralized prioritization systems

along with a discussion of application of this model in current

distributed computing environments.

Distributed systems are systems where multiple nodes

(processes, programs, or computers) collectively contribute

to common system goals, e.g., perform individual parts of

large computations or coordinate the use of shared resources.

Construction of scalable distributed systems is a challenging

problem that typically involves exploitation of parallelism

and asynchronous programming techniques. Decentralization

is a distributed systems technique focused on elimination of

centralized coordination of nodes that has several benefits

for scaling of distributed systems, including, e.g., reduced

(control) information flow, elimination of system-wide single

points of failures, reduced system and node load sensitivity,

and facilitation of better models for data parallelism and

autonomous node operation in systems.

Formulation of computationally efficient decentralized dis-

tributed systems is challenging. As nodes in distributed sys-

tems typically operate on incomplete views of system infor-

mation, and there are latencies in data updates, distributed sys-

tems must encompass mechanisms that provide robustness in

node operation to compensate for data and control degradation.

To support decentralization, underlying problems addressed

by systems as well as system algorithm formulations must

support decentralized operation. In general, the more complex

a distributed software is (i.e. the more external dependencies,

and complex interactions and functionality it has), the harder

it is to formulate decentralized algorithms and data structures.

Prioritization is a technique in scheduling that assigns quan-

tifiable priorities to entries in a queue, priorities that can be

used to determine sort order or otherwise influence processing

of the queue. Prioritization mechanisms are in distributed

computing infrastructures found in, e.g., systems for queuing,

brokering, and scheduling of computational tasks, as well

as in storage and quota enforcement systems. A common

characteristic of these systems is that components containing

prioritization mechanisms (e.g., coordination and management

components) are tightly coupled to other functionality of

the system, imposing limitations on system scalability and

flexibility, and making it hard to distribute these components.

As many distributed computing control and management

systems can be formulated as scheduling and prioritization

problems, and prioritization is a decentralizable problem [21],

we propose an approach to improving eScience environment

scalability through use of decentralized prioritization tech-

niques. More specifically, we propose a model for decen-

tralized prioritization-based management systems with direct

applications in distributed computing infrastructures. With a

starting point in recent work on grid fairshare scheduling, we

derive a generalized model for construction of decentralized

management systems, and outline use cases and trade-offs in

use of priority-based management in eScience environments.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II gives a

brief survey of related work, Section III outlines the proposed

model for decentralized management systems, and Section IV

discusses formulation and application of prioritization-based

management in eScience environments. Section V concludes

the paper, followed by acknowledgements and references.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The proposed decentralization model traces its roots to an

operating system scheduling strategy called fairshare schedul-

ing [14] where the core idea is to base context switching

on process owners (users) rather than processes. This allows

differentiation of processes and give users with few processes

the same amount of CPU time (i.e. their ”fair share”) as users

with many processes. The concept of fairshare is later extended

to differentiation of users, formulated in quota systems that

allow prioritization of users and definition of fairness in terms

of users receiving run time proportional to quota allocations.
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In high-performance computing (HPC) environments, fair-

share scheduling is extended to cluster level where jobs are

scheduled to compute nodes in orders based on multiple priori-

tization factors (a strategy in common use in cluster schedulers

such as SLURM [32] and Maui [13]). Here fairshare priori-

tization is a centralized process that operates on comparisons

of complete views of historical usage data, and fairshare is

considered one scheduling prioritization factor among many.

For grid computing environments (that here somewhat sim-

plified can be seen as distributed HPC environments), this

is reformulated as a decentralized process that isolates the

prioritization component in scheduling [11] and later extended

to a standalone mechanism for fairshare scheduling [21]. The

contributions of this work is differentiated from these prior

publications in that this addresses a generalization of both the

prioritization model as well as the applications of the model.

The Aequus systems [21] can be seen as a special case of the

generalized model here proposed, designed for the use cases

of grid and high-performance computing fairshare scheduling.

Alternative algorithm formulations for distributed fairshare

exist [19] and include, e.g., solutions that relax the hier-

archical constraints of the policy model [17], formulations

that measure fairness in terms of quality of service (e.g.,

amount of job scheduling requests accepted [18] or adhering

to [10] and minimizing missed [7] task deadlines), as well

as game-theoretic approaches that allow local optimizations

of scheduling decisions [25]. For a comprehensive study of

share-based prioritization and scheduling systems, see [8].

Alternative decentralized approaches to distributed fairshare

also exist and include, e.g., solutions for desktop grid sys-

tems [6] and bio-inspired algorithms for decentralized load

balancing in networks [22]. Decentralization and fair resource

scheduling is also an area of interest in related fields, such

as wireless systems using non-uniform rate assignment al-

gorithms [23] and studies of information requirements in

theoretical economy [5]. Decentralization in data sharing is

also a field that in recent years has received increased attention

for, e.g., decentralized storage systems such as Cassandra [20].

Biologically inspired systems that model complex systems

in terms of simple, local, and individual-based interactions

hold great promise for decentralization, and have been studied

for a variety of purposes, including e.g., decentralized pro-

portional fair scheduling in networks [22] and bio-inspired

principles for evolution of software traits for autonomic self-

organization algorithms [9]. However, while bio-inspired sys-

tems often naturally encompass decentralization, formulation

of goal-orientation and computationally efficient structures are

often hard as evolution tends to result in systems specialized

to the specific use cases for which the systems are evolved.

Within control theory, there is an established subfield for

decentralized control [26], [29], where control is modeled

using differential equations (often posed as matrix problems).

While this work essentially targets control problems, it is

based on distributed systems theory and models distributed

architectures as systems devoid of centralized control. To avoid

confusion and differentiate this approach from control theory,

the more general term management systems is here used to

denote the proposed prioritization-based control systems.

III. DECENTRALIZED PRIORITIZATION-BASED

MANAGEMENT

There are many types of distributed computing infrastruc-

tures in production use today, e.g., High-Performance Com-

puting (HPC) infrastructures, High-Throughput Computing

(HTC) networks, federated grid computing infrastructures,

and public Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud computing

offerings. While there are fundamental differences in the

design and use cases of these different types of infrastructures,

they do share some common properties including, e.g., being

constructed using large, complex software stacks and mid-

dlewares, and that they are experiencing increasing levels of

complexity and heterogeneity in both software and hardware.

The scale and complexity of current distributed software

systems are identified as resulting in an existing and increasing

need for decentralized and self-managing autonomic control

systems [16]. The proposed approach addresses construction

of automated and scalable decentralized management systems

and is based on modeling of complex producer-consumer

dynamics in terms of generalized computational capacity,

formulation of control systems as prioritization problems, and

design of software systems in a decentralized framework com-

posed of three main types of functionality: policy specification

and resolution, data distribution, and priority calculation.

A. Distributed Capacity Producer-Consumer Dynamics

Distributed computing infrastructures contain complex

producer-consumer dynamics, and management systems need

to be able to capture multiprovider and multitenancy scenarios,

as well as high dimensionality in the various types of capacity

produced (e.g., network, I/O, compute, and storage capacity)

and indirect quality of service metrics such as security, over-

head, and varied service levels. In addition, large-scale dis-

tributed infrastructures also have scalability and performance

requirements that necessitate decentralized formulations of

control and management systems. The vision of this work

entails decentralized distributed management systems where

nodes operate autonomously and allow distributed computing

actors (infrastructure providers, end-user organizations, control

systems, etc.) to steer production and consumption of capacity

towards target policies without centralized coordination.

The following traits are identified as desirable for general-

ized decentralized management systems:

• Ability to model different types of computational capacity

in complex producer-consumer settings.

• Ability to dynamically adapt to rapid and frequent

changes in both target formulation and system behavior.

• Ability to robustly adjust management system behavior

without external coordination (self-organization).

• Capture of hierarchical formulation of target functions

that model hierarchies in user organizations.

• Goal-oriented, decentralized, and computationally effi-

cient operation without any kind of centralized control.
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Fig. 1. Convergence of capacity consumption to predefined capacity
allocations within a subgroup of a virtual organization. Boxplots displaying
relative capacity distributions over time for multiple (10) simulations.

B. Prioritization-Based Management

The definition of management systems used here details

systems that manage, direct, or regulate the behavior of other

devices or systems1. In control theory, controlled systems are

typically guided towards intended system behavior using target

functions that express some approximation of optimal system

behavior. To formulate management systems for the complex

producer-consumer problems outlined in the previous section,

control is here reformulated as a prioritization problem:

In what order should system tasks be performed to achieve
the best approximation of optimal system behavior?

To formulate target functions for optimal system behavior,

metrics or heuristics to measure system behavior are needed.

In order to construct prioritization-based management systems,

we express target functions for desired system behavior in

relative terms, e.g., in ratios of how much of predefined

capacity quotas that have been consumed, and measure system

behavior deviations (from target functions) to establish priority

orders for system actions. Measurements of system behavior

are based on historical capacity consumption data fed back into

management systems in closed feedback loops. The system

action priority order, or adjustments of system actions based

on priority recommendations, are used to regulate system

behavior. To capture modeling of hierarchy in systems (e.g.,

differentiation of users at different levels in hierarchical orga-

nizations), we define target functions in tree structures where

optimal capacity distributions are defined in relative shares

within subgroups (i.e. percentages between nodes on the same

level of the tree, see right-hand side of Figure 2).

Using this approach, any problem that can be formulated

in terms of ranking a set of independent entities against each

other (using a metric or heuristic that captures meaningful

differentiation of the entities), can be posed as a prioritization-

based control problem. Management systems constructed us-

ing decentralized prioritization can from a high-level perspec-

1By this definition, the systems discussed here can be seen as control
systems. As this work is not based on control theory however, the more general
term management system is used to avoid confusion.

tive be viewed as automated controllers for capacity-sharing

systems, where a control framework is used to automatically

divide capacity between entities using predefined capacity

allocations. An example of this is detailed in Figure 1, which

illustrates accumulated capacity consumption (CPU usage)

over time for subgroup P1 of the allocation tree in Figure 2.

Capacity consumption is automatically steered toward pre-

defined capacity allocations by the management system.

In the proposed model, capacity metrics can be direct, e.g.,

amounts of gigabytes of storage currently used, or complex,

e.g., linear combinations of the amount of seconds of CPU

time, watts of power, and megabits of bandwidth capacity a

virtual machine has consumed in the last week. As the capacity

metrics in the proposed model are normalized into shares

(percentages within subgroups), and hierarchically aggregated

(including child subgroups in parent capacity consumption

aggregations), the exact metrics used to meter capacity con-

sumption are not explicitly used in priority calculations (illus-

trated in Figure 3). Instead, what is expressed in the model

is a ratio between the relative (within subgroup) desired ca-

pacity consumption (i.e. policy target consumption or desired

behavior) and the relative actual capacity consumption (as

measured by the metric). It is this ratio between desired and

measured behavior that forms the basis for prioritization of

system actions and control of system behavior.

In summary, the proposed model poses control problems as

prioritization problems and defines control target functions in

relative shares of produced capacity. The computational model

is applicable to all control problems where it is possible to

formulate capacity metrics that capture meaningful differen-

tiation of capacity consumption, and relies on prioritization

of system actions (or alterations of system actions based on

prioritization) to regulate system behavior.

C. Decentralization of Prioritization-Based Management

The definition of decentralization used here entails systems

to be formulated without centralized control structures or

external coordination for internal operation of nodes. With

this definition, all nodes in a decentralized system operate

autonomously. Note that this does not mean that systems do

not exchange control information, nodes may still require and

rely on external information in algorithms, there is just no

central coordination of the distribution of that information.

While prioritization in itself is an expressive way to formulate

management systems, the real benefit of using prioritization-

based management systems lies in that prioritization can

be addressed using decentralized control structures. In the

proposed model, all main functionalities of such management

systems can be decentralized:

1) Target function specification and resolution: As illus-

trated in Figure 2, hierarchical policy target trees are dynam-

ically assembled at management system nodes from policy

target tree components. Specification of tree components can

be recursively delegated to actors (e.g., virtual organization,

project, or end-user group administrators), and multiple policy
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Fig. 2. Hierarchical allocation policy target tree constructed via recursive delegation, allowing policy actors to participate in policy specification. Allocation
target trees are dynamically resolved at policy enforcement points (typically capacity production and management sites, here denoted RS for resource site).

Fig. 3. Priority calculations are done through node-wise application of priority operators (in the example subtraction) on policy target trees and measured
capacity consumption trees. To facilitate calculation, capacity consumption data are mapped to policy target tree structures and normalized on each node level.

trees can be recombined to form node-specific policy target

trees without external synchronization.
2) Data distribution: As management data is fed back into

the system in control loops, all nodes that actively participate

in management systems both produce and consume control

(capacity consumption) data. While use of the structure of the

policy target trees can be used to segment data distribution

systems for performance reasons, it is not a requirement for

the model to operate. In fact, all capacity consumption data

(which is the only information propagated between nodes) can

be shared using techniques such as distributed hash tables,

distributed databases, or shared file systems.
3) Priority calculation: As can be seen in the (somewhat

simplified) illustration of the priority calculation process in

Figure 3, priority calculation depends only on data from the

policy resolution (policy target tree) and data distribution

(capacity consumption data structured into a measured tree)

processes. As these processes are decentralized, priority cal-

culation can be addressed using data-parallel algorithms that

operate independently of other nodes in the system. However,

while priority calculation algorithms can be unaware that they

operate on distributed data, it can in certain applications (e.g.,

real-time systems) be advisable to ensure that the algorithms

used are capable of compensating for noise factors such as

data update latencies. As priority calculations are decentralized

(and produce all information required to regulate system

behaviors), management systems based on decentralized prior-

itization systems will inherently be decentralized themselves.

D. Decentralized Prioritization-Based Management

The framework for the proposed model is constituted by

three main processes that run concurrently throughout the

system: policy resolution (setting and resolution of target

behavior for managed systems), data distribution (filtering and

propagation of capacity consumption data throughout man-

agement systems), and priority calculation (determination of

priority orders for system adjustments). As an overview, policy

resolution is a continuous process that detects and responds

to changes in policy target formulations, and can be viewed

as a configuration monitor for management systems. Data

distribution and priority calculation are in the model separated,

which allows individual treatment of the two problems and a

conceptual view of the system as a computational pipeline

(illustrated in figures 4 and 5 respectively).

1) Policy Specification: Policy specification is a decentral-

ized process driven by the actors of the distributed com-

puting environments. Intended goal behaviors for managed

systems are defined in policy target tree components, where

the owner of the entity modeled by the tree component

(e.g., a project administrator for a scientific project) specifies

how capacity allocated to the entity should be subdivided

between organizational dependents of the entity (e.g., end-

users contributing to a project). Capacity allocations are, as

illustrated in Figure 2, specified in relative shares (percentages)

and can thus be mapped to any metric the management system

measures capacity in (e.g., gigabytes of storage, megabits of

network throughput, or amount of virtual machines assigned

to a system in a cloud infrastructure). As policy target trees

are modeled hierarchically, policy target specification can be

delegated to actors in dependent organizations (in the example

of Figure 2, virtual organization V O1 delegates specification

of capacity shares for project P1 to the administrators of P1).

2) Policy Resolution: Policy resolution is the process of

resolving policy target trees from tree components, and is

performed dynamically at the site of policy enactment (i.e.

where a prioritization-based management system is hosted).

Note that policy enactment points may, but are not necessarily
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Fig. 4. Architectural overview of the proposed model. Data distribution is separated from priority calculation and abstracts data filtering and distributed
system mechanics. Priority calculation is a local process that employs adaptive methods and self-adjusting algorithms to compensate for data loss.

Fig. 5. Information flow. Note that policy resolution is a continuous concurrent process that affects all parts of the priority calculation chain in the model.

limited to, be cohosted at capacity production sites. In HPC

scenarios it may be logical to perform policy resolution close

to capacity production (as schedulers are natural prioritization

points), but in network management scenarios routers may per-

form individual prioritization (and hence policy resolution). As

policy target trees can map multiple subtrees as dependents of

a root node, and individual nodes in decentralized management

systems can autonomously decide what target trees to enact

(and hence what policies to enforce), policy resolution should

typically be performed close to priority calculation.

The remainder of this section discusses the priority calcu-

lation pipeline illustrated in Figure 5. For more details on the

priority calculation algorithm in a specific use case, see [21].

3) Data Distribution: Data distribution is the process of

propagating capacity consumption data throughout decentral-

ized management systems. As nodes in management systems

perform system action prioritizations, and thus steer capacity

consumption, nodes act as both producers and consumers of

control (capacity consumption) data. Data can be propagated

using different policies (e.g., all raw data everywhere, most

important data first, etc.) as well as using different types of

data propagation mechanisms (e.g., peer-to-peer topologies,

delta-compressed data, etc.). While exact formulation of data

distribution topologies and mechanisms are outside the scope

of this work, it is noted that separation of data distribution and

priority calculation allows separate and more direct treatment

of the data distribution problem, and that design of data

distribution patterns and topologies may be advantageously

based on the hierarchical structure of policy target trees.

4) Data Filtering: As data is shared among nodes in de-

centralized prioritization-based management systems, filtering

is performed to reduce data volumes and modulate impact of

capacity consumption data. In data distribution, data is filtered

based on source and destination, as well as on the data needs

of nodes, to minimize bandwidth requirements for updates.

At nodes, and as part of the priority calculation pipeline,

data filtering is applied for structuring and filtering purposes,

e.g., in structuring capacity consumption data in time window

histograms and by use of low-pass filtering techniques to

reduce oscillations in system adjustments. In certain scenarios,

data modulation functions may also be used to alter the impact

of capacity consumption data, e.g., in HPC fairshare it is

common to use usage decay functions to emphasize the relative

importance of more recent jobs.

5) Data Structuring: As preparation for priority calcula-

tion, consumption data are mapped from time windows to

tree structures inherited from policy target trees. To facilitate

computation, consumption trees are also subjected to a normal-

ization process where all nodes are normalized relative to their

siblings in the tree, i.e. producing a normalized tree expressing

relative shares of capacity consumption on all levels of the tree.

The goal of this preparation is to encapsulate all prioritization

information in tree-shaped data structures, and allow priority

calculation algorithms to be separated from data distribution

issues and generically formulated to operate on tree structures

using priority operator functions.

6) Priority Calculation: Priority calculation is in the model

designed in terms of algorithms that employ priority operator

functions, a type of kernel function operating on nodes in trees,

to define comparison of policy target functions to capacity

consumption data. As priority operators are at the core of

the framework, operator design and shape heavily affects

the performance of the system. In essence, priority operators

define a dot product transfer function between the system

balance ratio (i.e. the ratio between policy target and capacity

consumption) and the prioritization values used in systems

management. Priority calculation produces a priority tree, a

single data structure containing all prioritization information of

the system. Note that prioritization semantics for management

systems are based as much on how priority calculation results

are (later) used as how they are produced.

7) Data Transformation: After priority calculation, priority

vectors are extracted from the priority tree based on paths

in the tree (that uniquely represent the entities modeled by
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the policy target tree). Direct comparison of priority vectors

corresponds to a top-down parse order for the priority tree and

establishes a comparison semantic that enforces isolation of

subgroups in comparisons and enables comparison of entities

from different parts of the tree. To facilitate computation,

vectors are typically transformed to a format suitable for the

prioritization application, e.g., projected onto scalar values

for comparisons with other factors in linear combinations

of prioritization factors. Note that transformation of vectors

typically introduce a truncation of the value space of the

vectors and that prioritization information may be lost in this

process if care is not taken.

8) Priority Application: As a final step of the computation

pipeline of the model, priority vectors (or some derivation

thereof) are used to perform rankings of the entities modeled in

the policy target tree. Rankings may be complete (comparing

all entities in the tree) or partial (comparing an active subset

of the entities), and may for performance reasons also be

prepared in advance of ranking requests (i.e. precomputed

and cached). Assigning high priorities to the nodes farthest

from balance between their target function and capacity con-

sumption (from the under-utilization side) establishes a self-

adjusting prioritization semantic (called least-favored-first)

that is noise tolerant and self-stabilizing even in the case where

not all prioritization recommendations are enacted [21].

IV. APPLICATIONS OF DECENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT

As stated by Brewer’s CAP theorem, a data-sharing dis-

tributed system can not simultaneously guarantee consistency,

availability, and partition tolerance for the entire system [3].

However, by selective partitioning of systems, it is possible

to achieve acceptable trade-offs between these three desirable

properties for data-sharing distributed systems [4], and the

impact of these limitations can be further mitigated by careful

design towards desired operational qualities of systems [1].

The proposed model addresses a subtask very common to

distributed systems (prioritization) and places focus on decen-

tralization for robustness and scalability reasons. The funda-

mental limitations outlined by the CAP theorem are addressed

through partitioning schemes for prioritization information that

allow individual nodes of a system to operate autonomously

while (using self-adjusting techniques) still robustly contribute

to system goals under non-ideal conditions.

In distributed systems there exists trade-offs between what

active (control) and passive (data) information is propagated

through the system. The proposed model displaces all control

to decentralized nodes and propagates only passive informa-

tion between nodes. The primary scalability limitation of the

proposed model is that historical resource consumption data

must be communicated to participating nodes, which is the

price the model pays for decentralizing control. However,

the amount of data needed to be distributed can be reduced

through use of data partitioning and distribution schemes that

exploit the hierarchical structure of allocation policy trees.

Key to the proposed approach is formulation of control

problems as prioritization problems, which takes different

expressions in different contexts. Here we discuss selected

potential use cases for prioritization-based management, and

explore application and implications of use of the proposed

model for decentralized management systems.

A. HPC Batch System Queue Filtering

Traditional HPC scheduling systems such as SLURM [32]

and Maui [13] organize incoming job requests in batch queues.

Depending on configuration, batch queues can be further seg-

mented into active and inactive queues, or prioritization queues

where jobs are scheduled subject to multi-objective scheduling

criteria such as limitations of the number of concurrent jobs

for a particular user or fairshare quota limitations for user

groups. Many state-of-the-art production scheduler systems

exclusively use reactive scheduling algorithms that cyclically

poll jobs from queues when resources become available, and

match jobs to resources on a one-to-one job-resource basis.

Alternative use of prioritization information, e.g., fairshare

job rankings based on user prioritization, could allow sched-

uler systems to be extended to filter batch job queues to

exclude jobs unlikely to be scheduled from active queues.

Reduction of queue sizes is likely to facilitate improvements

in scheduling, e.g., increased quality in job-resource match-

ing (task placement is a hard multi-objective optimization

problem, reduced queue sizes reduce the complexity of the

optimization problem), and could also allow construction of

new types of scheduler technology, e.g., inclusion of proactive

meta-scheduler plan-ahead techniques in cluster schedulers.

In such scenarios, policy target trees would be formulated to

express user and user group capacity quotas, which in prioriti-

zation would be matched against historical capacity consump-

tion data to establish job scheduling orders. By convention

in HPC deployments, usage decay functions (sometimes in

conjunction with low-pass filtering) are used to modulate

usage data before calculation of fairshare priorities. A key

concern for application of the proposed prioritization model

in cluster schedulers is to produce prioritization factors that

can be combined with other scheduling factors in schedulers,

typically by rendering scalar values that are expressed in linear

combinations of scheduling factors in job prioritization. For

use of prioritization information to cull batch queues this is

not a concern given that jobs are filtered solely on a single

prioritization factor.

B. Decentralized Storage System Management

Decentralized prioritization is a natural extension in dis-

tributed storage scenarios. For scalability and performance,

it is highly desirable for individual parts of large-scale data

storage systems to be able to make autonomous decisions on

how to enact organization-wide storage policies, such as quota

enforcement rules and data management actions. In addition to

direct control of storage capacity, decentralized prioritization

also finds application in storage scenarios for heuristics-based

decision support, e.g., in detection and management of storage

resource failures, or in data migration and storage consolida-

tion scenarios.
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Storage capacity metrics used in policy target trees can here

include not only direct quantities such as storage space in

gigabytes, but also differentiation of indirect capacities such as

I/O and transfer capabilities (higher prioritized users get more

bandwidth or faster access), storage lifetime measurements

(higher priorities store data longer and lower priorities get data

deleted earlier in space reclamation scenarios), redundancies

in storage (more copies stored of higher prioritized data), as

well as localization of storage (quantifying distance to data

in latency sensitive scenarios, higher prioritized users get data

stored closer or on sites with higher transmission capacity).

In distributed infrastructure scenarios, decentralized prior-

itization can also play many roles on the client side. Third

party tools and cloud computing toolkits such as the Globus

Online [12] Reliable File Transfer utility and the Nimbus

Toolkit [15] raise abstraction levels and allow scientists to

work more efficiently in distributed computing environments.

While tools such as these are changing how distributed

computing environments are built and used, there is still

a great need for automation and intelligent management of

computations and data in many fields of science.

Decentralized prioritization-based management systems can

facilitate construction of user-centered tools and programming

models for management of distributed scientific data. For

distributed storage systems for example, decentralized prior-

itization can play a natural role in tools that automatically

balance load between different storage systems, or use heuris-

tics to automatically search and retrieve data according to

some optimization criteria, e.g., minimization of transfer time

or access cost. In the face of the current scales and growth

rates of scientific data, tools that provide automation subject to

intelligent and intuitively formulated (priority-based) policies

are expected to be increasingly important in eScience.

C. Network Traffic Control

In network control, use of decentralized prioritization could

be used to allow routers to autonomously determine priori-

tization order for packets, to, e.g., decide packet drop order

in congestion scenarios and determine packet filtering priori-

tization to enforce differentiated bandwidth quality of service

in network flow. In network traffic control, policy target trees

express shares in terms of network metrics, e.g., bandwidth

consumption quotas. Similarly, capacity consumption can be

metered both locally and globally, and consumption data

propagated to nodes in condensed formats.

A key challenge in prioritization-based network control

lies in exchanging capacity consumption information between

nodes without consuming too much bandwidth. Additionally,

the real-time nature of network traffic control applications

necessitates the use of adaptive local feedback in management

nodes, i.e. mechanisms where local capacity consumption data

is stored and used locally, and updates are sent to other nodes

in bandwidth-conserving bursts. An implication of the use of

policy target tree structures in priority calculations is that the

proposed model can be implemented to precompute and cache

priority information, significantly reducing response time and

improving throughput of prioritizations.

The decentralized nature of packet-switching networks is

one of the key enablers for the growth of the Internet, a great

illustration of the scalability power of decentralization. Lack of

centralized control allows nodes to dynamically join and leave

decentralized management systems, and facilitates a model

for autonomous prioritization applicable to a vast range of

control problems. Real-time management of packet-switching

networks poses many challenges where the decentralized na-

ture of the proposed model maps well to the topology of the

underlying infrastructure, e.g., in local control of routers, or

in mapping of overlay networks to physical networks.

D. Meta-Scheduling Quality of Service

In addition to using prioritization to construct direct control

systems, prioritization information can also be used indi-

rectly to augment or alter the functionality of other systems.

For example, use of prioritization information as feedback

into meta-schedulers allows construction of more advanced

scheduler systems capable of providing improved end-user

quality of service in grid environments (an example illustrated

in [31], where the technique is demonstrated to result in meta-

scheduler systems that distribute not only compute capacity but

also system availability and scheduling failures proportional to

capacity quota allocations).

In such combined systems, target functions need to be

specified in metrics compatible with the functionality of the

integrated systems. In the example of [31], policy target trees

are formulated in capacity share quotas derived from grid

virtual organization quota systems. In grid meta-scheduler

systems that proactively plan resource allocations for a finite

future time window, prioritization information can be used to

not only influence resource allocation plans, but also to imply

an order for updating resource allocation plans when needed

(i.e. replanning resource allocations for lower prioritized jobs

before altering plans for higher prioritized jobs).

In a similar manner, jobs from higher prioritized users can

also be assigned to more trustworthy or better performing

resources in high-throughput computing environments. Note

that even in the absence of explicit quota specifications (i.e.

lack of policy target trees), prioritization systems can here be

used to ensure that all end-users are equally likely to suffer

scheduling failures (in the example transforming a first-come-

first-serve semantic to a round-robin semantic for failures by

implicitly constructing share trees where all users have the

same 1/n shares).

E. Reservation and Reliability Modeling of Resources

Indirect use of prioritization information can also be used to

formulate new types of functionality for systems. For example,

due to their collaborative and decentralized nature, federated

grid and high-throughput computing systems are often unable

to provide advance reservation and large-scale coallocation of

resources. Incorporation of prioritization information in job

distribution gateways could allow formulation of reservation
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systems, where prioritization information is used in job queues

to reserve resources for prioritized tasks.

For example, in decentralized desktop grid or volunteer

computing systems constructed as distributed BOINC [2]

networks, decentralized prioritization can be employed in

computation gateways (BOINC servers) to provide dynamic

prioritization of computational tasks. Formulated to provide

differentiation in task-resource matching, such mechanisms

could (by dynamically altering task prioritization when dis-

tributing tasks to clients) act as reservation systems that, e.g.,

reserve more reliable resources for higher prioritized tasks

(a type of resource reservation where the likelihood of job

completion within job deadlines is proportional to the priority

of the job) or reserve resources with specific abilities (e.g.,

GPU computation capabilities or larger storage facilities) for

high prioritized tasks at specified time slots.

Decentralized prioritization could also here be used to

implement advanced non-linear scheduling criteria, e.g., par-

titioning of resource sets based on reliability modeling of

resources. This could be used to for example enact optimized

meta-scheduling resource plans for tasks in computational

workflows on more reliable resource subsets, while simul-

taneously schedule independent bag-of-task computations on

resources that in the past have behaved less predictably.

Alternatively, decentralized prioritization could also be used

to optimize computational throughput for volunteer computing

environments by modeling the number of redundant compu-

tations scheduled versus some model of resource reliability

(i.e. steering the amount of redundant computations scheduled

on unreliable resource pools). For such modeling, different

scheduling policies would be attributed different criteria in

policy target trees. Resource ranking could for example be

expressed by heuristics that model linear combinations of av-

erage resource capacity produced and the historical reliability

of the resource (effectively expressing the expected value of

capacity production for the resource).

F. Priority as a Currency

Prioritization information can also be used to allow end-

users to (temporarily) influence the priority of their tasks in

computational infrastructures. For example, it is conceivable

to construct task brokering systems that allow end-users to

request increased priority for a job at the expense of a

higher metered cost for that job, or reduced priority for future

jobs. Capacity metrics and allocation schemes here remain

unaltered, but job submissions are attached meta-information

defining requests for priority alterations, and capacity mea-

surements are updated to reflect the altered priority of tasks

in metering and accounting.

Similar use cases can also include to allow end-users to

request reduced priority for jobs to be able to submit more jobs

in the same quota (similar to increasing process nice values

for background processes in operating system scheduling).

Closely related scenarios could also be found in modification

of quality-of-service related aspects of existing systems, e.g.,

high-performance computing scheduler backfilling that pri-

oritizes important jobs, high-throughput computing scenarios

where higher prioritized tasks are assigned to resources less

likely to preempt computations, or commercial cloud comput-

ing scenarios where applications try to use spot prices (i.e.

temporarily cheaper IaaS offerings during low load times) to

instantiate virtual machines when possible.

In extension, use of priority as a currency could also allow

formulation of economic models for bartering and trading of

capacity. For example, capacity markets (similar in concept

to commodity or stock markets) could be constructed to

provide economic trading of economic derivatives for ca-

pacity production much like deregulated energy (electricity)

markets. Auction-based models where capacity producers and

consumers can trade futures (contracts to buy or sell specified

amounts of capacity at specified times) and options (contracts

for the right to buy or sell capacity at a specific price)

can here be envisioned. For the decentralized prioritization

model proposed in this work, prioritization of capacity requests

could then be influenced by both prices set on capacity as

well as bartering mechanisms that dynamically adjust the

capacity consumption data used in priority calculation. Here

prioritization-based management systems become not only

controllers of other systems, but also producers of control data

usable in a wide range of computation scenarios, e.g., agent-

based simulation and trading systems.

G. Management of Management Systems

Decentralized prioritization information can also be used in

control and tuning of infrastructure management systems. For

example, control of heat production is central to minimization

of energy costs for data centers. Decentralized prioritization

systems can here be used to model optimal heat production

scenarios (i.e. set target functions for heat production and

distribution for separate parts of data centers), detect anomalies

in system behavior (e.g., abnormally high or low load in

individual servers or clusters), and autonomously steer local

system management actions (e.g., instantiate or migrate virtual

machines, wake or suspend servers). In such scenarios, the

capacity modeled in policy target trees would not be the direct

capacity produced (e.g., CPU cycles or storage capacity), but

rather some form of capacity implied by resource behavior

(e.g., power consumption or heat production), and system ac-

tions would be formulated in terms of high-level management

system actions rather than requests for infrastructure capacity.

Management of management systems is typically more

complex than steering capacity consumption directly, and is

likely contain multiple conflicting goals and actions, e.g., com-

putational infrastructures simultaneously attempting to maxi-

mize capacity production and minimize power consumption.

Decentralized formulation of prioritization-based management

systems will here include construction of more advanced

(compound) metrics for system behavior, as well as heuristics

for evaluation of system actions.
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H. Decentralized Management and Control Theory

Decentralized prioritization can also advantageously be

combined with classic control theory approaches. For example,

conventional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers

are widely applicable and used in control systems. However,

while formulation of PID controllers can very accurately

capture and control system behavior, such systems do not

encompass distribution of data and are generally sensitive

to latencies in data updates. Combination of a system built

on the proposed model for decentralized prioritization-based

management and a conventional PID-based controller can be

achieved e.g., by feeding priority vectors as input to PID

controllers. In this case, the prioritization-based management

framework would act as a decentralized data filter and distri-

bution middleware for PID controllers.

Similarly, conventional control systems can also be used to

steer (or modulate) the input data to prioritization-based man-

agement systems, to for example modulate what prioritization-

based system to use based on some classification of the

current situation, or to provide control for what information is

disseminated to other nodes in decentralized systems. Another

envisioned use for control theory-based controllers in the

framework is to be employed as priority operators, potentially

in combination with machine learning based approaches to aid

in data structuring and filtering. Combination of control theory

controllers and decentralized prioritization-based systems is

expected to be a very expressive way to address construction

of management systems and is subject for future work.

I. High-Level Priority-Based Management

For construction of more advanced prioritization mecha-

nisms, prioritization-based management systems can also be

cascaded and used in settings similar to filter banks. Consider

for example the problem of Service-Level Agreement (SLA)

management in IaaS cloud environments. It lies in the interest

of the cloud provider to maximize the amount of customers us-

ing the infrastructure, e.g., by admitting more virtual machines

than there are physical machines available (oversubscription).

To minimize SLA violations (and avoid costly compensation

penalties), infrastructure providers must ensure that end-users

receive capacity commensurate to their subscriptions.

In this example, a cascade of prioritization-based manage-

ment systems can be used to construct a system that auto-

matically regulates capacity distribution according to policy

target functions that can be intuitively formulated in terms

of share allocations. For example, this could be formulated

using three prioritizers. A round-robin type of prioritizer (that

evenly awards all customers 1/n of the available capacity)

could be used to ensure that a certain share (say 20%) of

the capacity produced is reserved to meet minimal SLA

levels. Additionally, a target function oriented prioritizer that

distributes remaining capacity (80%) proportional to policy

target allocations could be operating in parallel with this

system. Finally, another prioritization-based manager could

be sequentially coupled to these two to ensure that each

manager’s decisions is enacted the appropriate amount of times

(20% and 80% respectively). In terms of system actions, this

would mean that 20% of the request processing is made by the

round-robin system, which ensures that 20% of the produced

capacity is divided evenly among all customers. Note that

this implies that even customers with policy target allocations

lower than 0.2/n receive this minimal level.

Additionally, prioritization-based systems also capture se-

mantics for recovery scenarios, e.g., in the example determine

in what order to violate SLAs when it is unavoidable to do

so (i.e. selecting SLAs to violate based on minimal cost or

lowest priority). Naturally, prioritization-based management

can also be combined with advanced automation tools such

as machine learning and statistics tools, or classic control

systems. In general, not all control problems can be posed

as direct prioritization problems, but as discussed, it is often

possible to extract prioritization components from control

systems and treat them separately. The proposed model for

decentralized prioritization is applicable for construction of

generalized control frameworks, direct tools, and also for use

as a decentralization mechanism in distributed scenarios.

Decentralized prioritization-based management systems also

find applications in control of infrastructures at a higher level.

For example, commercial cloud IaaS offerings provide the

option of renting computational capacity instead of buying it,

typically in the form of virtual machines instantiated through

APIs and distributed interfaces. However, while hardware-

enabled virtualization techniques effectively provide end-users

the ability to instantiate virtual machines of different sizes

and capabilities (vertical elasticity), as well as dynamically

adjust the number of resources used (horizontal elasticity),

cloud infrastructures still only implement partial aspects of the

desired characteristics of cloud environments, and significant

challenges remain to improve the flexibility and utility of

cloud infrastructures [27], [28]. In particular, current IaaS

offerings largely lack the flexibility and elasticity required

to realize the vision of cloud computing (automated provi-

sioning of ubiquitous and convenient access to shared pools

of configurable computing resources) [30]. Limitations such

as these hamper adoption of cloud computing, and act as

bottlenecks in development of virtual infrastructures built on

cloud resources [24]. Management systems constructed using

decentralized prioritization can be used in cloud comput-

ing scenarios for a number of infrastructure control tasks,

e.g., automated elasticity control (growing and shrinking, as

well as duplication and removal of virtual resources), power

management and energy efficiency (management of physical

resources), and control of virtual machine live migration.

V. CONCLUSION

Computationally efficient decentralization models is likely

to be an area of increasing importance as asynchronous

parallelism is becoming more common in (heterogeneous and

multi-core) hardware as well as in networks and storage

systems. Prioritization is a core mechanic in many algorithms

and an essential component in any economic system where

demand exceeds supply (the case of most compute scenarios).
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To facilitate decentralization of distributed management

systems, we propose an approach to construction of manage-

ment systems based on reformulation of control problems as

prioritization problems, and present a model for decentralized,

data-sharing management systems derived from a state-of-the-

art fairshare scheduling technique. The approach emphasizes

separation of data distribution from priority calculation and

standalone prioritization algorithms that operate on distributed

data sets. In the second part of the paper, we discuss ap-

plication of decentralized management systems in distributed

computing environments and outline key trade-off behaviors

of the proposed model in selected application scenarios.

Preliminary results demonstrate the feasibility of the pro-

posed model in large-scale distributed systems. For example,

the Aequus system [21] demonstrates dynamic distributed

quota enforcement on a scale applicable to grid and cloud

computing scenarios. Decoupling task prioritization from task

assignment in scheduling is illustrated in [31], which demon-

strates performance improvements and synergistic effects from

using prioritization information as feedback in high-level

meta-scheduler systems. Results also indicate that properly

formulated, decentralized prioritization mechanisms are ca-

pable of being scaled down and applied to more general

tasks (e.g., chip-level prioritization of threads and processes),

and that data partitioning schemes and distribution techniques

can significantly reduce the I/O requirements of decentralized

systems formulated as prioritization systems.
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